
WAKAWAKA BASE 10 is the next step in the evolution of portable solar power: the ultimate all-in-one 
compact first-aid kit for when the sun goes down and the lights go out. The most efficient solar-
powered device currently on the market, the state-of-the-art WakaWaka Base converts solar energy 
into battery power significantly faster than any other solar charge pack on the market today. After a 
single day in the sun, the powerful WakaWaka Base 10 will charge multiple phones, cameras and 
tablets, or provide up to an entire week of light. It also charges from an outlet anytime.  

Under its Share the Sun model, for every WakaWaka purchased the company donates a solar light to 
the International Rescue Committee for disaster relief or a family caught in humanitarian crisis. Each 
package includes a unique Share the Sun code, allowing the consumer to choose where in the world 
their donation is sent.

Two LED lights
One is rechargeable

2 x USB cables 
to connect lights 

Rugged 
waterproof pouch

Portable solar power & Light Kit 
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Super-efficient 10 watt solar panel (4 x 2.5 watt)

10 Watt
solar panel

10,000 mAh 
battery pack

400% average
smartphone charge

2 bright 
Led lights

4x 2

One button-controlled 
battery pack

+ water-resistant bumper

Battery 10,000 mAh LiPo

Solar panel 10W, 12V, 21% efficient solar cel

Solar charge time  6 – 12 hours

Average smartphone charge 4 x or 400 %

 
Connectors

AC power in 1A

USB out 2.1A

 
Weight 

Base 10  1,880 grams (incl.packaging)

Battery pack 288 grams (ex. bumper)

Solar panel 762 grams

Lights torch (including battery) 60 grams 
 light 37 grams

Dimensions

Base 122 x 28 x 80 mm

Solar panel  185 x 185 x 35 mm (ex. cable)

Lights  32 x 40 x 92 mm

Solar panel cable  5 m

USB lights cable 2 x 2 m

 
2 Lights connected

Led efficiency  110 lumens/watt

Run time on 
full battery:  2x 40 lm, Super Bright >   26 hours 
 2x 25 lm, Bright >   46 hours 
 2x 5 lm, Energy Save > 240 hours

 
Light Torch 

Led efficiency  110 lumens/watt

Run time on 
full battery: 40 lm, Super Bright >  1.5 hours 
 25 lm, Bright >  2.5 hours 
 5 lm, Energy Save >   15 hours


